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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

57 minutes ago 
AAP 

99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

http://www.themercury.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-

partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

The agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

 
  

http://www.themercury.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce
http://www.themercury.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

AAP 

2016-01-13 
 
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

The agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
AAP 

JANUARY 13, 2016 10:55AM 

HTTP://WWW.CAIRNSPOST.COM.AU/NEWS/BREAKING-NEWS/WUXIAN-EXPANDS-
PARTNERSHIPS/STORY-FNJBNVTB-1227707247122 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services 
platform to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 

loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 

provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 

additional bank business partners across China. 
  

http://www.cairnspost.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvtb-1227707247122
http://www.cairnspost.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvtb-1227707247122
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

Reported by AAP 
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 

 
http://finance.ninemsn.com.au/newsbusiness/aap/9073484/99-wuxian-
expands-partnerships 
 
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 
 

The agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

 

  

http://finance.ninemsn.com.au/newsbusiness/aap/9073484/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships
http://finance.ninemsn.com.au/newsbusiness/aap/9073484/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

AAP 
JANUARY 13, 2016 10:55AM 

http://www.townsvillebulletin.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-

partnerships/story-fnjbnvta-1227707247122 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 

loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 

provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 

additional bank business partners across China. 
  

http://www.townsvillebulletin.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvta-1227707247122
http://www.townsvillebulletin.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvta-1227707247122
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

January 13, 2016 - 12:02PM 

 
http://www.theage.com.au/breaking-news-business/99-wuxian-expands-
partnerships-20160113-48yll.html 
 
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

The agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

http://www.theage.com.au/breaking-news-business/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships-20160113-48yll.html
http://www.theage.com.au/breaking-news-business/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships-20160113-48yll.html
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
AAP 

JANUARY 13, 2016 10:55AM 
 
http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-
partnerships/news-
story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b
21d&csp=eca1445c53937e5c0f1db44f6c98be02 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services 
platform to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 

loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 

provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 

additional bank business partners across China. 
  

http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=eca1445c53937e5c0f1db44f6c98be02
http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=eca1445c53937e5c0f1db44f6c98be02
http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=eca1445c53937e5c0f1db44f6c98be02
http://www.couriermail.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=eca1445c53937e5c0f1db44f6c98be02
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Fox Sports 
January 13, 2016 11:55AM 

99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
AAP 

 
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-
e6frf56c-
1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca7
7f5ef82df8e4a9f7 
  
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services 
platform to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 
 
 

 

  

http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
http://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-e6frf56c-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=ad6848c4672f4ca77f5ef82df8e4a9f7
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
AAP 

JANUARY 13, 2016 10:55AM 
 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-
partnerships/story-fni0xqe3-
1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=4d6fe3c3b20fedf74
f132c71b9be5e64 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 

loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 

provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 

additional bank business partners across China. 
  

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fni0xqe3-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=4d6fe3c3b20fedf74f132c71b9be5e64
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fni0xqe3-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=4d6fe3c3b20fedf74f132c71b9be5e64
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fni0xqe3-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=4d6fe3c3b20fedf74f132c71b9be5e64
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fni0xqe3-1227707247122?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=4d6fe3c3b20fedf74f132c71b9be5e64
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

AAP 
JANUARY 13, 2016 11:55AM 

 
HTTP://WWW.THEAUSTRALIAN.COM.AU/NEWS/LATEST-NEWS/WUXIAN-
EXPANDS-PARTNERSHIPS/NEWS-
STORY/5F9D5EBF4C031A25378AA5336B21E679?SV=8332EA3DA37ED46DCCF
F36C47B05B21D&CSP=0F1AF1E71FB3C54AA9BB5553B9D2D2F8 
 
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services 
platform to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

  

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/latest-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=0f1af1e71fb3c54aa9bb5553b9d2d2f8
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/latest-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=0f1af1e71fb3c54aa9bb5553b9d2d2f8
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/latest-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=0f1af1e71fb3c54aa9bb5553b9d2d2f8
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/latest-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=0f1af1e71fb3c54aa9bb5553b9d2d2f8
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

AAP 
JANUARY 13, 2016 11:55AM 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-
partnerships/news-
story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b
21d&csp=61cee816181e97f68f3c89864a3109b2 

 
99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services 
platform to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

  

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=61cee816181e97f68f3c89864a3109b2
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=61cee816181e97f68f3c89864a3109b2
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=61cee816181e97f68f3c89864a3109b2
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=61cee816181e97f68f3c89864a3109b2
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
JANUARY 13, 201610:55AM 

AAP 

 

http://www.news.com.au/finance/business/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-

story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b

21d&csp=2567b410a0405577b17f00bcb7bb431f 

 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 

to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 

redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 

customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 
 
 

 

  

http://www.news.com.au/finance/business/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=2567b410a0405577b17f00bcb7bb431f
http://www.news.com.au/finance/business/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=2567b410a0405577b17f00bcb7bb431f
http://www.news.com.au/finance/business/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=2567b410a0405577b17f00bcb7bb431f
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
13 January, 2016 

AAP 
 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-
partnerships/news-
story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b
21d&csp=db96af0176dc85ef6514e3748a5d1826 

 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 

to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 

redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 
 

  

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=db96af0176dc85ef6514e3748a5d1826
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=db96af0176dc85ef6514e3748a5d1826
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=db96af0176dc85ef6514e3748a5d1826
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=db96af0176dc85ef6514e3748a5d1826
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
13 January, 2016 

AAP 
 
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-
partnerships/news-
story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b
21d&csp=76565bbccffa18e93cdc596039cc6d41 
 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 

to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 

redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 
 

  

http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=76565bbccffa18e93cdc596039cc6d41
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=76565bbccffa18e93cdc596039cc6d41
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=76565bbccffa18e93cdc596039cc6d41
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/5f9d5ebf4c031a25378aa5336b21e679?sv=8332ea3da37ed46dccff36c47b05b21d&csp=76565bbccffa18e93cdc596039cc6d41
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99 Wuxian expands partnerships 
AAP 

JANUARY 13, 2016 11:55AM 

HTTP://WWW.WEEKLYTIMESNOW.COM.AU/NEWS/BREAKING-NEWS/WUXIAN-
EXPANDS-PARTNERSHIPS/STORY-FNJBNVTD-1227707247122 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

THE agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 

loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 

provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 

additional bank business partners across China. 
  

http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvtd-1227707247122
http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/breaking-news/wuxian-expands-partnerships/story-fnjbnvtd-1227707247122
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JANUARY 13, 2016 11:55AM 
99 Wuxian expands partnerships 

 

http://www.ntnews.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-
partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce 

99 Wuxian will provide its mobile marketplace and incentive cloud services platform 
to the Fujian and Hubei Rural Credit Cooperatives, providing reward point 
redemption and marketing promotion gift redemption. 

The agreements will provide 99 Wuxian with access to an additional potential 
customer base of 96.3 million people across 154 cooperatives in rural China. 

99 Wuxian has expanded its service offering to the Bank of Suzhou to include its 
loyalty point redemption service. The companys experience with the Bank of Suzhou 
provides a strong basis for the further expansion of 99 Wuxians ICS platform to 
additional bank business partners across China. 

 

http://www.ntnews.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce
http://www.ntnews.com.au/news/breaking-news/99-wuxian-expands-partnerships/news-story/0fbfe1713215411183bca3056b18a3ce
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